BUNNY BUTTS and FEET
YOU WILL NEED:


TEMPLATES FOR FEET

TOOLS:



HOT GLUE GUN / GLUE STICKS
SCISSORS

PRODUCTS:







DECOFOAM BALLS (49055 LGE / 49056 MED)
other sizes available
WHITE FELT (ITEM 50500)
PINK STICKO FELT (ITEM 50550)
LARGE WHITE POM POMS – mixed pack 49240
(alternatively make larger tails with yarn –
check out our ranges)
(For Grass) FOAM SHEETS (ITEM 49296) or
GREEN FELT (ITEM 50515)

INSTRUCTIONS
FEET:




Using the TEMPLATE provided cut out two white FELT feet and the pink STICKO FELT foot pads as noted for the
Bunny Butt.
HINT: When printing feet for the ‘Bunny Butts’ project increase or decrease the size according to the size of balls
being used.
Assemble the pads on the feet (one large one at the heel and three small ones at the toes by peeling paper off the
Sticko felt and pressing them in place) NOTE: MAKE AS MANY FEET AS YOU WANT TO. They are great going up walls
and across floors (just Blu-Tac them down)... exciting concept for the kids and young at heart.

BUNNY BUTT:






Hot glue the pom-pom tail (or homemade yarn tail if your are so inclined) to the centre of the ball
At an angle, just under and to either side of the tail, hot glue only the HEAL part of the prepared feet to the ball
(This is the underside of the foot showing so pink foot pads face outwards). This position enables the rest of the
foot to be floppy enough to position depending on where you want the Bunny Butt.
HINTS: If you want to position the rabbit somewhere that it requires to be flat you can cut the end of the decofoam
ball off (sharp serrated knife will do the trick)
GRASS: make a mat of grass from foam sheets or green felt by cutting jagged edges in a random circle OR sit the
rounded butt in a bed of shredded green paper so it looks like he is escaping into a hole.

